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Dear Dr. Massone:

I have for reply your letter of 29 January 1976 addressed
jointly to Dr. Gines Navarro, Secretary of Health, Mexico and to me,
inquiring about the possibility of a collaborative arrangement between
your laboratory and our respective organizations concerning the Perfusion
Culture Apparatus.

'Our project involving this apparatus has now reached a stage
where arrangements with private laboratories, such as you propose, are
now possible. We would suggest for preliminary consideration that such
cooperation include the folloWing:

PARO and the Mexican Government would undertake to:

(1) Provide a sufficient number of experimental and production~
size vessels for SCLAVO's use. The vessels to be in full working condi-
tion, thoroughly test~d by our experts.

(2) Provide training, both theoretical and in production, to
SCLAVO-designated personnel. The staff would work together in the Insti-
tute of Virology in Mexico in actual production of Sabin vaccine.

(3) Provide SC!AVO with consultants, as required, to install
and operate the apparatus in Siena.

It would be expected that SCLAVO would:

(1) Pay to PARO a sum of money sufficient to pay for all of the
costs accrued above, plus an agreed amount to cover the costs of the re-
search leading to the development of this apparatus.

(~) Be responsible for all expenses of SCLAVO staff. .

(3) Serve as an external control test laboratory to test the
first five consecutive lots of Sabin vaccine, some of which wi~l have been
produced jointly with SCLAVO staff.

Dr. Francesco Massone
II Presidente
Instituto Sieroterapico e Vaccinogeno Toscano
"SCIAVO"
53100 Siena, Italia
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We would welcome your early comments on these proposals.,

Sincerely yours, .:' .... \. .
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~~-'Hector R. A una
Director

cc:_ Dr. Gines Navarro Diaz de Leon
Secretary of Health
Secretaria de Salubridad y Asistencia
Mexico, D.F., Mexico
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Reference letter dated 27 April 1976 from Hector R. Acuna to Dr F. Massone

PAHO and the Mexican Government would undertake to:

1. Provide a sufficient number of experimental and production-size vessels
for SCLAVO's use. The vessels to be in full working condition, thoroughly
tested by our experts.

2. Provide training to SCLAVO-designated personnel.

3. Provide SCLAVO with consultants, as required, to install and operate the
apparatus in Siena.

It would be expected that SCLAVO would:

1. Pay to PAHO a sum of money corresponding to the supply of vessels calculated
by the cost and 1ncrease of 100% representing a contribution on the development
of vessels.

2. Be responsible for all expenses of SCLAVO staff in Mexico and PARD
experts in Siena.

3. Furnish PARO with all technical improvements obtained in the SCLAVO
laboratories in the production and control of the Sabin poliovaccine prepared
in diploid cells with the vessels.

4. Collaborate on vessel development in a programme agreed 1n advance and
of reciprocal interest.
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